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Planetarium set

� Designed to allow students to plot eclipses,
moon phases and planet positions

� Ideal for individual or small group use

� Comprises solar system chart; mini sun-moon-
earth model

� Supplied with study guide

YSD-955-010A 15.88
Catalogue No £ each

The Orbiter

� Designed to demonstrate the basic
relationships between the sun, earth
and moon

� Rotate the earth to show the phases
and eclipses

� Transparent hemisphere around the
earth provides a striking definition of
day and night

� Supplied with study guide

� Note: Other models are available on
request

YSD-850-010P 103.85
Catalogue No £ each

Orbit
Tellerium

� Designed to demonstrate the
movement of the shadow cast by a
person or object during the day; the
cause of the seasons, with the
orientation of the Earth's axis altering
with respect to the sun, as the Earth
orbits the sun; the phases of the
moon; the eclipse of the moon

� Supplied with instruction booklet
which contains photographs of all
demonstrations

YSD-850-238Y 219.16
Catalogue No £ each

Smithsonian Astro Lab
planetarium

� Includes fully functional solar system
featuring all nine planets that revolve
around a ‘light-up’ sun

� Students can also use the engaging
planetarium function and two evening
sky domes to project the evening sky
on to the classroom ceiling

� The large earth/moon function can be
used to demonstrate the phases of
the moon

� The class can even paint and decorate
the planets using the glow-in-the-dark
glaze included

� Includes comprehensive, fully
illustrated teacher and student
literature featuring detailed reference
information on astronomy as well as
step-by-step operating instructions

� Dimensions (d x h), mm: 482 x 300

� Requires 4 x AA batteries
(Not included)

Catalogue No £ each
YSD-400-010N 52.50

Accessory
Catalogue No Description £ per pack
BMT-680-050T Alkaline batteries

1.5V (AA), pack of 4 4.99

Astronomy Clever Catch® ball

� Clever Catch® balls provide an
excellent way for students to
reinforce and share their knowledge
of the subject

� 24inch (610mm) inflatable vinyl ball

� Students toss the ball to each other
and answer the question under their
left thumb

� Includes question and answer sheet

Catalogue No £ each
TSD-300-010V 9.68


